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XIII. INTERIM REVIEW637

13.1 On 6 April 1998, Indonesia requested the Panel to review, in accordance with Article 15.2
of the DSU, certain aspects of the interim report that had been transmitted to the parties on
24 March 1998.  On 7 April 1998, the European Communities, Japan and the United States also
requested the Panel to review the interim report.  None of the parties requested the Panel to hold an
additional meeting.

13.2 We have reviewed the arguments and drafting suggestions presented by the four parties,
and finalized our report, taking into account those comments by the parties which we considered
justified.  In this context we have clarified the wording of certain paragraphs addressing some
factual aspects of the various pieces of legislation under examination and revised paragraphs 2.1,
2.3, 2.28, 2.37, 2.44, 3.1, 2.44, 3.1, 3.4(a), 5.126, 6.100, 7.87 to 7.91, 7.161, 7.163, 8.13, 8.160,
8.199, 8.332, 8.393, 8.418, 8.443, 8.444, and 10.4 to 10.12 of the descriptive part and paragraphs
14.10, 14.86, 14.92, 14.107 and 14.115 of the findings accordingly.  Some parties have also raised
arguments with  regard to the description of their claims.  We have carefully reviewed the claims of
the complainants, as identified in the originals of their requests for establishment of panels, and
revised paragraphs 14.15, 14.18, 14.20, 14.21, 14.94, 14.124, 14.125 and 14.148 accordingly.  We
have also revised paragraphs 14.210 to 14.213 of the findings to more accurately characterize the
arguments of the European Communities.  Further, we have decided in light of comments from the
European Communities to delete paragraphs 14.198 and 14.199 and to modify paragraph 14.247.
In addition, we have made  other minor modifications including those to paragraphs 14.9, 14.38,
14.68, 14.73, 14.76, 14.77, 14.94, 14.95, 14.133, 14.134, 14.149, 14.152, 14.176 and 15.1(a).

13.3 Finally, we would like to address the issue of the confidentiality of the interim report.
When, on 24 March 1998, we transmitted our interim report to the parties, we clearly indicated that
such report was confidential.  Indeed all panel proceedings remain confidential until the panel
report is circulated to WTO Members.  According to paragraph (h) of Appendix 1 of the Council
Decision on Procedures for the Circulation and Derestriction of WTO Documents638 it is possible
to maintain the restricted nature of any such panel report for 10 days after circulation to Members.
We had also  explicitly emphasized at our first meeting with the parties that the panel proceedings
were confidential and that we expected all delegations to treat the present proceedings with utmost
circumspection and discretion.  This was accepted by the parties.  We are seriously concerned to
find out that parties (leaks from Japan and the United States have been brought to our attention)
have not respected this obligation  and have disclosed aspects of the interim report.  We consider
that this lack of respect of a specific requirement imposed by the Panel affects the rights of the
parties and the integrity of the dispute settlement process, and should not remain unmentioned.

                                                  
637Pursuant to Article 15.3 of the DSU, the findings of the panel report shall include a discussion of

the arguments made at the interim review stage.  Consequently the following section entitled Interim Review
is part of the Findings of this Panel Report.

638 Decision adopted by the General Council on 18 May 1996, WT/L/160/Rev.1.
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establishing the National Car programme was therefore “obsolete”.  A copy of that letter was
officially notified to the Chairman of this Panel.  Upon request of the Panel, all parties have
commented on this notification by Indonesia.641  We note that this communication from Indonesia
came after the deadline of 30 January 1998 set by the Panel for submitting information and
arguments in this case.  Further, the complainants challenge whether the National Car programme
has effectively been terminated and have requested the Panel to rule on all claims before it.  In any
event, taking into account our terms of reference, and noting that any revocation of a challenged
measure could be relevant to the implementation stage of the dispute settlement process, we
consider that it is appropriate for us to make findings in respect of the National Car programme.  In
this connection, we note that in previous  GATT/WTO cases, where a measure included in the
terms of reference was otherwise terminated or amended after the commencement of the panel
proceedings, panels have nevertheless made findings in respect of such a measure.642  We shall
therefore proceed to examine all of the claims of the complainants.

B. Claims

1. Claims of the complainants

14.10 The various Indonesian measures at issue in this dispute are described in paragraphs 2.3 to
2.43 of the Descriptive Part of this report.  For the purpose of these findings, we shall generally
categorize and refer to the measures as those adopted pursuant to the 1993 car programme,643 the
February 1996 car programme644 and the June 1996 car programme645.  When we refer to the
“Indonesian car programmes”, especially in the discussion on the general relationship between the
provisions of the SCM Agreement and Article III of GATT, we include all the measures adopted
pursuant to all  three car programmes.  When we refer to the National Car programme we refer to

                                                  
641 See paragraphs 4.61 to 4.110 of the Descriptive Part.
642 See, e.g. Panel Report on United States - Measures Affecting Imports of Wool Shirts and Blouses

from India, WT/DS33, adopted on 23 May 1997, (hereafter called “Shirts and Blouses”), the US restriction
was withdrawn shortly before the issuance of the panel report;  Panel Report on  EEC - Restrictions on
Imports of Dessert Apples, Complaint by Chile, adopted on 22 June 1989, BISD 36S/93; Panel Report on
EEC-Restrictions on Imports of Apples, Complaint by the United States, adopted on 22 June 1989, BISD
36S/135; Panel Report on United States - Prohibition of Imports of Tuna and Tuna Products from Canada,
adopted on 22 February 1982, BISD 29S/91; Panel Report on EEC - Restrictions on Imports of Apples from
Chile, adopted on 10 November 1980, BISD 27S/98; and Panel Report on EEC - Measures on Animal Feed
Proteins, adopted on 14 March 1978, BISD 25S/49.  In the Panel Report on United States - Section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, BISD 36S/345, adopted on 7 November 1989 (hereafter called “Section 337"), the
challenged measure was amended during the panel process but the panel refused to take into account such
amendment.  We note that this is also the line taken by the Appellate Body in Argentina - Measures Affecting
Imports of Footwear, Textiles, Apparels and Other Items, WT/DS56, adopted on 22 April 1998, para. 64.

643 Including the Decree of the Minister of Industry No. 114/M/S/6/1993, dated 9 June 1993 and its
amendments; Decree of Minister of Finance No. 645/KMK.01/1993, dated 10 June 1993; Decree of Minister
of Finance No. 647/KMK.04/1993, dated 10 June 1993; Decree of Minister of Finance No.
223/KMK.01/1995, dated 23 May 1995.

644 Including the Presidential Instruction No. 2 and all of the implementing regulations and decrees
(e.g. Government Regulation No. 20/1996, Decree of the Minister of Industry and Trade No.
31/MAP/S/2/1996, Decree of the Minister of Finance No. 82/KMK.01/1996), Decree of the State Minister for
Mobilisation of Investment Funds/Chairman of the Investment Coordinating Board No.01/SK/1996, 27
February 1996, Decision of the State Minister For the Mobilization of Investment Funds/Chairman of the
Capital Investment Co-Ordinating Board, Number 02/SK/1996, 5 March 1996.

645 Including the Presidential Decree No.42, 4 June 1996, Government Regulation No. 36/1996,
Decree of the Minister of Industry and Trade No. 142/MAP/KEP/6/1996 and Decree of the Minister of
Finance No. 404/KMK.01/1996.
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14.17 Japan, the European Communities and the United States claim that the tax benefits
accorded to National Cars produced in Korea, under the June 1996 car programme, violate Article I
of GATT.

14.18 Japan, the European Communities and the United States claim that the customs duty
benefits accorded to National Cars produced in Korea under the June 1996 car programme violate
Article I:1 of GATT.

14.19 Japan and the European Communities claim that the customs duty benefits accorded on
certain parts and components used for the production in Indonesia of National Cars under the
February 1996 car programme violate Article I of GATT.

14.20 The European Communities claim as well that the customs duty benefits on certain parts
and components used for the production of finished motor vehicles in Indonesia under the 1993 car
programme, violate Article I of GATT.  We note, however, that the European Communities have
not further argued this claim.

(iv) Absence of notification and partial administration

14.21 Japan claims that the National Car programme violates Article X:1 of GATT, because it
was not published promptly in such a manner as to enable governments and traders to become
acquainted with it, and Article X:3(a) of GATT, because it has not been administered in a uniform,
impartial and reasonable manner.

(v) Serious prejudice

14.22 The European Communities and the United States claim that the February and June 1996
car programmes constitute specific subsidies which cause serious prejudice to their interests within
the meaning of Article 6 of the SCM Agreement.

(vi) Extension of the scope of existing subsidies

14.23 The United States claims that the introduction of the National Car programme and certain
modifications to the 1993 car programme represent an extension of the scope of existing subsidy
programmes in violation of Article 28 of the SCM Agreement.

(vii) National treatment violation with respect to the acquisition and maintenance of
trademarks, and the use of trademarks

14.24 The United States claims that the provisions of the National Car programme discriminate
against nationals of other WTO Members with respect to the acquisition and maintenance of
trademarks, and the use of trademarks as specifically addressed in Article 20, in violation of Article
3 of the TRIPS Agreement.

(viii) Introduction of special requirements in respect of the use of trademarks

14.25 The United States claims that the provisions of the National Car programme which were
introduced by Indonesia during its transition period under the TRIPS Agreement put special
requirements on nationals of other WTO Members in respect of the use of their trademarks
inconsistent with Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement and are thus in violation of Indonesia’s
obligations under Article 65.5 of that Agreement.
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14.44 We recall also that the type of interpretation sought by Indonesia was explicitly excluded
by the drafters of Article III:8(b) when they rejected a proposal by Cuba at the Havana Conference
to amend the Article so as to read:

“The provisions of this Article shall not preclude the exemption of domestic
products from internal taxes as a means of indirect subsidization in the cases
covered under Article [XVI]”.662

14.45 The arguments submitted by Indonesia that its measures are only governed by the SCM
Agreement clearly do not find any support in the wording of Article III:8(b) of GATT.  On the
contrary, Article III:8(b) confirms that the obligations of Article III and those of Article XVI (and
the SCM Agreement) are different and complementary: subsidies to producers are subject to the
national treatment provisions of Article III when they discriminate between imported and domestic
products.

14.46 We find, therefore, that Article III of GATT is generally applicable to the measures at issue
in the present dispute.

5. Is the TRIMS Agreement applicable to this dispute?

14.47 Indonesia argues that the TRIMs Agreement is not applicable to this dispute.  For
Indonesia, since Article III does not apply to the measures under examination, being in conflict
with the SCM Agreement, the TRIMs Agreement does not apply either.  Indonesia also argues that
its car programmes are subsidies and therefore cannot be trade-related investment measures.

14.48 We note that we have found above that the provisions of Article III are generally relevant
and applicable to the present dispute.  We therefore reject Indonesia's argument that the TRIMS
Agreement is not applicable to the measures under examination because Article III does not apply
to those measures.  We must now proceed to examine whether the Indonesian car programmes
under examination can be covered at the same time by the provisions of the TRIMs Agreement and
those of the SCM Agreement.

14.49 In considering this issue of whether a measure covered by the SCM Agreement can also be
subject to the obligations contained in the TRIMs Agreement, we need to examine whether there is
a general conflict between the SCM Agreement and the TRIMs Agreement.  We note first that the
interpretive note to Annex IA of the WTO Agreement is not applicable to the relationship between
the SCM Agreement and the TRIMs Agreement.  The issue of whether there might be a general
conflict between the SCM Agreement and the TRIMs Agreement would therefore need to be
examined in the light of the general international law presumption against conflicts and the fact that
under public international law a conflict exists in the narrow situation of mutually exclusive
obligations for provisions that cover the same type of subject matter.

14.50 In this context the fact that the drafters included an express provision governing conflicts
between GATT and the other Annex 1A Agreements, but did not include any such provision
regarding the relationship between the other Annex 1A Agreements, at a minimum reinforces the
presumption in  public international law against conflicts.  With respect to the nature of

                                                                                                                                                             
Discrimination Against Agriculture Machinery, BISD 7S/6, adopted on 23 October 1958; and Malt Beverages,
op.cit..

661 Periodicals, op.cit..
662 E/CONF.2/C.3/6, page 17;  E/CONF.2/C.3/A/W.32, page 2.
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obligations, we consider that, with regard to local content requirements, the SCM Agreement and
the TRIMs Agreement are concerned with different types of obligations and cover different subject
matters.  In the case of the SCM  Agreement, what is prohibited is the grant of a subsidy contingent
on use of domestic goods, not the requirement to use domestic goods as such.  In the case of the
TRIMs Agreement, what is prohibited are TRIMs in the form of local content requirements, not the
grant of an advantage, such as a subsidy.

14.51  A finding of inconsistency with Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement can be remedied by
removal of the subsidy, even if the local content requirement remains applicable.  By contrast, a
finding of  inconsistency with the TRIMs Agreement can be remedied by a removal of the TRIM
that is a local  content requirement even if the subsidy continues to be granted.  Conversely, for
instance, if a Member were to apply a TRIM (in the form of local content requirement), as a
condition for the receipt of a subsidy, the measure would continue to be a violation of the TRIMs
Agreement if the subsidy element were replaced with some other form of incentive.  By contrast, if
the local content requirements were dropped, the subsidy would continue to be subject to the SCM
Agreement, although the nature of the relevant discipline under the SCM Agreement might be
affected.  Clearly, the two agreements prohibit different measures.  We note also that under the
TRIMs Agreement, the advantage made conditional on meeting a local content requirement may
include a wide variety of incentives and advantages, other than subsidies.  There is no provision
contained in the SCM Agreement that obliges a Member to violate the TRIMs Agreement, or vice
versa.

14.52 We consider that the SCM and TRIMs Agreements cannot be in conflict, as they cover
different subject matters and do not impose mutually exclusive obligations.  The TRIMs
Agreement and the SCM Agreement may have overlapping coverage in that they may both apply
to a single legislative act, but they have different foci, and they impose different types of
obligations.

14.53 In support of this finding, we agree with the principles developed in the Periodicals663 and
Bananas III664 cases concerning the relationship between two WTO agreements at the same level
within the structure of WTO agreements.  It was made clear that, while the same measure could be
scrutinized  both under GATT and under GATS, the specific aspects of that measure to be
examined under each agreement would be different.  In the present case, there are in fact two
different, albeit linked, aspects of the car programmes for which the complainants have raised
claims.  Some claims relate to the existence of local content requirements, alleged to be in violation
of the TRIMs Agreement, and the other claims relate to the existence of subsidies, alleged to cause
serious prejudice within the meaning of the SCM Agreement.

14.54 To respond to an argument raised by Indonesia in the context of its discussion of the
relationship between Article III of GATT and the SCM Agreement, we do not consider that the

                                                  
663 In Periodicals, op. cit., the Appellate Body stated at page 19: “The entry into force of the GATS,

as Annex 1B of the WTO Agreement, does not diminish the scope of application of the GATT 1994".
664 In Bananas III, the Appellate Body stated in paragraph 221: “The second issue is whether the

GATS and the GATT are mutually exclusive agreements. (...) Given the respective scope of application of the
two agreements, they may or may not overlap, depending on the nature of the measures at issue.  Certain
measures could be found to fall exclusively within the scope of the GATT 1994, when they affect trade in
goods.  certain measures could be found to fall exclusively within the scope of the GATS, when they affect the
supply of services as services.  There is yet a third category of measures that could be found to fall within the
scope of both the GATT 1994 and the GATS. (...) [W]hile the same measure could be scrutinized under both
agreements, the specific aspects of that measure examined under each agreement could be different”.
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Body in the Hormones670 dispute, where the measure at issue was examined first under the SPS
Agreement since the measure was alleged to be an SPS measure.

2. The application of the TRIMS Agreement

14.64 Article 2.1 of the TRIMs Agreement provides that

“ ... no Member shall apply any TRIM that is inconsistent with the provisions of
Article III or Article XI of GATT 1994.”

By its terms, Article 2.1 requires two elements to be shown to establish a violation thereof: first,
the existence of a TRIM; second, that TRIM is inconsistent with Article III or Article XI of GATT.
No claims have been raised with reference to a violation of Article XI of GATT.

14.65 Article 2.1 of the TRIMs Agreement refers to Article III generally.  It is our view that the
complainants have limited their TRIMs inconsistency claims to the aspects of the Indonesian car
programmes that would violate the provisions of the TRIMs Agreement which prohibit any
advantage conditional on meeting local content requirements.  In other words, while the
complainants have claimed that some other aspects of the same car programmes also violate the
provisions of Article III:2 of GATT, they have not claimed that the tax discrimination aspects of
the measures per se violate the TRIMs Agreement.  Therefore, we will examine under the TRIMs
Agreement, only the consistency of the local content requirements made effective through the
custom duty and tax benefits of these car programmes.  Later, we shall examine the consistency of
the tax discrimination aspects per se of these car programmes with the provisions of Article III:2 of
GATT.

14.66  We note also that Article 2.2 of the TRIMs Agreement  provides:

“2.2 An Illustrative List of TRIMs that are inconsistent with the obligations of
national treatment provided for in paragraph 4 of Article III of GATT 1994 ... is
contained in the Annex to this Agreement.

14.67 The United States and the European Communities claim that any measure that falls within
the description of Item 1(a) of the Illustrative List of the TRIMs Agreement constitutes per se a
TRIM inconsistent with Article 2 of the TRIMs Agreement.  For the United States, if any Member,
in whatever context, requires the purchase by an enterprise of a domestic product in order to obtain
an advantage, that requirement by definition has investment consequences for such an enterprise,
bringing the measure within the coverage of the TRIMs Agreement and confirming its violation
thereof.  The United States adds that, even if the identification of a relationship to investment were
necessary to prove an  inconsistency with the TRIMs Agreement, the Indonesian measures under
examination fulfil such a condition, because the measures necessitate an investment in Indonesia
(as a producer of motor vehicles or motor vehicle parts and components) to qualify for the various
tax and customs duty incentives.

                                                                                                                                                             
import licensing procedures.  If the Panel had done so, then there would have been no need for it to address the
alleged inconsistency with Article X:3(a) of the GATT 1994.”

670 Panel and Appellate Body reports on EC - Measures Concerning Meat and Meat Products
(Hormones) Complaints by the United States and Canada, WT/DS26 and DS48, adopted on 13 February 1998,
hereafter called Hormones.
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14.68 Japan rather argues that two elements must be shown to establish a violation of Article 2 of
the TRIMs Agreement: first, there must be a TRIM; second, the measure in question must be
inconsistent with Article III of GATT (or with Article XI of GATT).

14.69 The European Communities and Japan submit as well that the central aspect of the various
measures included in the Indonesian car programmes is to develop domestic manufacturing
capability of automobiles and automotive parts and components, and that they thereby qualify as
“investment”  measures.  For these complainants, the Indonesian car programmes are “trade
related” because they encourage the use of domestic over imported parts and thereby affect trade.

14.70 Indonesia argues that, while its subsidies may at times indirectly affect investment
decisions of the recipient of the subsidy or other parties, these decisions are not the object, but
rather the unintended result, of the subsidy.  Indonesia adds that many subsidies will result
indirectly in increased investment.  Indonesia adds that these subsidies have not been adopted as
investment regulations. Therefore, for Indonesia, the measures under examination are not trade-
related investment measures.  Indonesia also supports the argument put forward by India, a third
party, that the TRIMs Agreement is basically designed to govern and provide a level playing field
for foreign investment, and that therefore measures relating to internal taxes or subsidies cannot be
construed to be trade-related investment measures.

14.71 We note that the arguments presented by the parties reflect different views on whether any
requirement by an enterprise to purchase or use a domestic product in order to obtain an advantage,
by definition falls within the Illustrative List or whether the TRIMs Agreement requires a separate
analysis of the nature of a measure as a trade-related investment measure before proceeding to an
examination of whether the measure is covered by the Illustrative List.  However, if we were to
consider that the measures in dispute in this case are in any event trade-related investment
measures, it would not be necessary to decide this basic issue of interpretation.  We note in this
regard that the United States and the European Communities have also argued in the alternative
that, even if it is necessary to show a relationship of a measure to investment, any such requirement
would be satisfied in the case under consideration.

14.72 Therefore, we will first determine whether the Indonesian measures are TRIMs.  To this
end, we address initially the issue of whether the measures at issue are “investment measures”.
Next, we consider whether they are “trade-related”.  Finally, we shall examine whether any
measure found to be a TRIM is inconsistent with the provisions of Article III and thus violates the
TRIMs Agreement.

(a) Are the Indonesian measures “investment measures”?

14.73 We note that the use of the broad term "investment measures" indicates that the TRIMs
Agreement is not limited to measures  taken  specifically in regard to foreign investment.  Contrary
to India’s argument, we find that nothing in the TRIMs Agreement suggests that the nationality of
the ownership of enterprises subject to a particular measure is an element in deciding whether that
measure  is covered by the Agreement.  We therefore find without textual support in the TRIMs
Agreement the argument that since the TRIMs Agreement is basically designed to govern and
provide a level playing field for foreign investment, measures relating to internal taxes or subsides
cannot be construed to be a trade-related investment measure.  We recall in this context that
internal tax advantages or subsidies are only one of many types of advantages which may be tied to
a local content requirement which is a principal focus of the TRIMs Agreement.  The TRIMs
Agreement is not concerned with subsidies and internal taxes as such but rather with local content
requirements, compliance with which may be encouraged through providing any type of advantage.
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14.87 We also note with reference to the June 1996 car programme, that the Decree of the
President of the Republic of Indonesia Number 42 of 1996684 on the production of National Cars
provides in Article 1:

“National Cars which are made overseas by Indonesian workers and fulfil the local
content stipulated by the Minister of Industry and Trade will be treated equally to
those made in Indonesia.”

The Decree of the Minister of Industry and Trade adopted pursuant to this Presidential Decree 42
states in Articles 1, 2 and 3:

“Article 1
Within the framework of preparations, the production of national cars can be
carried out overseas for a one-time maximum period of 1 (one) year on the
condition that Indonesian made parts and components are used.

Article 2
The procurement of Indonesian made parts and components shall be performed
through a system of counter purchase of parts and components of motor vehicles by
the overseas company carrying out the production and reexporting of national cars
to Indonesia.

Article 3
The value of the Counter purchase referred to in Article 2 shall be fixed at the
minimum of 25% (twenty-five percent) of the import value of the national cars
assembled abroad (C&F value)”.

14.88 We believe that under these measures compliance with the provisions for the purchase and
use of particular products of domestic origin is necessary to obtain the tax and customs duty
benefits on these car programmes, as referred to in Item 1(a) of the Illustrative List of TRIMs.

14.89 We need now to decide whether these tax and customs duty benefits are “advantages” in
the meaning of the chapeau of paragraph 1 of that Illustrative List.  In the context of the claims
under Article III:4 of GATT,  Indonesia has argued that the reduced customs duties are not internal
regulations  and as such cannot be covered by the wording of Article III:4.  We do not consider that
the matter before us in connection with Indonesia’s obligations under the TRIMs Agreement is the
customs duty relief as such but rather the internal regulations, i.e. the provisions on purchase and
use of domestic products, compliance with which is necessary to obtain an advantage, which
advantage here is the customs duty relief.  The lower duty rates are clearly “advantages” in the
meaning of the chapeau of the Illustrative List to the TRIMs Agreement and as such, we find that
the Indonesian measures fall within the scope of the Item 1 of the Illustrative List of TRIMs.

14.90 Indonesia also argues that the local content requirements of its car programmes do not
constitute classic local content requirements within the meaning of the FIRA panel (which involved
a binding contract between the investor and the Government of Canada) because they leave
companies free to decide from which source to purchase  parts and components.  We note that the
Indonesian producers or assemblers of motor vehicles (or motor vehicle parts) must satisfy the
local content targets of the relevant measures in order to take advantage of the customs duty and
tax benefits offered by the Government.  The wording of the Illustrative List of the TRIMs
Agreement makes it clear that a simple  advantage conditional on the use of domestic goods is
                                                  

684 The Decree of the Minister of Industry and Trade Number: 142/MPP/Kep/6/1996 Regarding the
Production of the National Car, 5 June 1996.
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14.99 We also recall that the obligations of the SCM Agreement and Article III:2 are not
mutually exclusive.  It is possible for Indonesia to respect its obligations under the SCM
Agreement without violating Article III:2 since Article III:2 is concerned with discriminatory
product taxation, rather than the provision of subsidies as such.  Similarly, it is possible for
Indonesia to respect the obligations of Article III:2 without violating its obligations under the SCM
Agreement since the SCM Agreement does not deal with taxes on products as such but rather with
subsidies to enterprises.  At most, the SCM Agreement and Article III:2 are each concerned with
different aspects of the same piece of legislation.690

14.100 We find, therefore, that Article III:2 is applicable to the present dispute.

14.101 We shall now examine the validity of the complainants’ claims under Article III:2 of
GATT.

2. Article III:2 of GATT

14.102 Article III:1 and III:2 of GATT provide as follows:

“ National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation

1. The contracting parties recognize that internal taxes and other
internal charges, and laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale,
offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use of products, and
internal  quantitative regulations requiring the mixture, processing or use of
products in specified amounts or proportions, should not be applied to imported or
domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production.*

2. The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into
the territory of any other contracting party shall not be subject, directly or
indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those
applied, directly or indirectly, to like domestic products. Moreover, no contracting
party shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or
domestic products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1.*”

The Note Ad to Article III:2 provides:

“Paragraph 2

A tax conforming to the requirements of the first sentence of paragraph 2 would be
considered to be inconsistent with the provisions of the second sentence only in
cases where competition was involved between, on the one hand,  the taxed
product and, on the other hand, a directly competitive or substitutable product
which was not similarly taxed.”

14.103 It has been established691 that Article III:2 contains two standards, depending on whether
the imported and domestic goods are considered to be “like products” subject to the requirements
of the first sentence of Article III:2, or whether the imported and domestic goods are rather
considered as being “directly competitive or substitutable goods” subject to the requirements of the

                                                  
690 We refer to our discussion on this matter in Section C above, paragraphs 14.28 ff supra.
691 Alcoholic Beverages(1996), op. cit., Appellate Body Report, p. 17.
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Medium Segment).702  In particular, at least as to the imported models in Segment C1, it appears to
us that these models of cars have the same end uses and the same basic properties, nature and
quality.  Given that these models are in the same market segments, there would not appear to be
any relevant differences in respect of consumers' tastes and habits sufficient to render these
products unlike.  We note, however, that both the Corolla and the Civic are imported into Indonesia
in CKD (completely knocked down) form.  In our analysis of determining the likeness of products
pursuant to complainants’ claims under  the SCM Agreement, we have examined whether a CKD
kit can be “like” a finished car.  We consider that, in the present case, the same analysis is
appropriate to the determination of like products under Article III:2, first sentence.  From the
evidence submitted, it is not clear whether the Civics sold in Indonesia can be considered to be
imports of like products from Japan, as data provided by Indonesia in the Annex V (SCM) context
indicate that the Honda models sold in Indonesia received benefits under the 1993 car programme,
implying that these models have more than 20% local content.  However, we need not decide
whether the Civic is or is not an imported like product, since we find that there is at least one
model in market Segment C1, the Corolla, that does appear not to have received any such benefit,
indicating that its percentage of Indonesian local content, if any, is minimal.  In our view, this
evidence is sufficient to establish a presumption703 of likeness between the Timor and Corolla for
purposes of Article III:2.  Since Indonesia has submitted no evidence or argument to rebut the
presumption of likeness for the purposes of Article III:2, we find that imported products like the
National Car exist for purposes of Article III:2.

14.111 While the European Communities and the United States did not identify specific car
models that they alleged to be like products to the National Car or other Indonesian cars for Article
III:2 purposes, we note that they did so for purposes of their claims under the SCM Agreement.  In
connection  therewith704, we found after a detailed examination that several models in Segment C1
(Ford Escort, Peugeot 306 and Opel Optima) were like the Timor.  We believe that in the present
case the same facts which support a finding of likeness for the purpose of the SCM Agreement also
support a finding of likeness for the purpose of the first sentence of Article III:2 of GATT.

14.112 More importantly, we note that because of the structure of the tax regime under
examination, any imported like products would necessarily be taxed in excess of domestic like
products.  In considering the broader arguments put forward by the complainants that the tax
measures in dispute violate Article III:2 because they discriminate not on the basis of factors
affecting the properties, nature, qualities  or end use of the products, but on origin-related criteria,
we recall that the Appellate Body decisions in Alcoholic Beverages(1996) and Periodicals  suggest
that the term "like products" as used in Article III:2 should be interpreted narrowly.705  We note,
however, that in this case the "like products" issue is not the same as the "like products" issue in
the Alcoholic Beverages(1996) case.  There, the internal  tax imposed on domestic shochu was the
same as that imposed on imported shochu; the higher tax imposed on imported vodka was also
imposed on domestic vodka.  Identical products (not considering brand differences) were taxed
identically.  The issue was whether the differences between the two products shochu and vodka, as

                                                  
702 This market segmentation is based on the analysis made by the DRI’s Global Automotive Group.

As further developed in paragraphs 14.177 et seq. hereafter we have relied on this DRI study as an important
element of our analysis for the purpose of determining the likeness of products pursuant to the claims under
the SCM Agreement.  We find that in this case the criteria used by DRI in arriving at its market segmentation
are appropriate to the determination of like products under Article III:2, first sentence.

703 Shirts and Blouses, op. cit., Appellate Body Report, p.14.
704 See paragraphs 14.193 infra.
705 Alcoholic Beverages(1996), op. cit., Appellate Body Report, pp.19-20; Periodicals, op. cit.,

Appellate Body Report, p.22.
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makes sense  economically and politically. Even if the proceeds
from non-discriminatory product taxes may be used for subsequent
subsidies, the domestic producer, like his foreign competitors, must
pay the product taxes due.  The separation of tax and subsidy rules
contributes to greater transparency.  It also may render abuses of
tax policies for protectionist purposes more difficult, as in the case
where producer aids require additional legislative or governmental
decisions in which the different interests involved can be
balanced.”710 (emphasis added)

We also agree with the following passage of Malt Beverages:

“5.9 ... Any fiscal burden imposed by discriminatory internal taxes on imported
goods is likely to entail a trade-distorting advantage for import-competing domestic
producers, the prohibition of discriminatory internal taxes in Article III:2 would be
ineffective if discriminatory internal taxes on imported products could be generally
justified as subsidies for competing domestic producers in terms of Article
III:8(b).”

14.121 We find therefore that subsidies that result from product-tax discrimination are subject to
the prohibitions of Article III:2 of GATT.  This is to say that the Indonesian measures involving tax
exemptions and reductions, here on finished motor vehicles including National Cars, are fully
subject to the prohibition against product-tax discrimination of Article III:2.

14.122 Thus, Article III:8(b) of GATT does not provide Indonesia with a defense to the claims that
its car programmes violate the provisions of Article III:2 of GATT.

F. Claims of MFN Discrimination

14.123 The three complainants claim that the sales tax exemptions of the June 1996 car
programme violate Article I:1 of GATT because they confer advantages of the type covered by
Article I:1 which are conditional (25% counter-purchase requirement) and available de facto only
to imports of motor vehicles from Korea but not to imports of like products from other WTO
Members.

14.124 Japan, the European Communities and the United States also claim that the customs duties
exemptions of the June 1996 car programme violate Article I:1 of GATT because they confer
advantages of the type covered by Article I:1 which are conditional (25% counter-purchase
requirement) and  available de facto only to imports of motor vehicles from Korea but not to
imports of like products from other WTO Members.

14.125 Japan and the European Communities claim that the customs duty exemptions on parts and
components of the February 1996 car programme violate Article I:1 of GATT because they confer
advantages of the type covered by Article I:1 which are conditional (only if used in National Cars)
and available de facto only to imports of parts and components from Korea since the only National
Car assembled in Indonesia is a replica of the Kia Sephia from Korea, and this, to the detriment of
imports of “like” parts and components from other Members.

                                                  
710 Periodicals, op. cit., Appellate Body Report, p. 34.
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(b) Are these advantages offered “unconditionally” to all “like products”?

(i) “like products”

14.140 The European Communities, following the same logic it used for the like product definition
in its Article III claims, submit that National Cars and their parts and components imported from
Korea are to be considered ”like” any motor vehicle and parts and components imported from other
Members.  The European Communities argue that imported parts and components and motor
vehicles are all like the relevant domestic products since the definition of “National Cars” and their
parts and components is not based on any factor which may affect per se the physical
characteristics of those cars and parts and components, or their end uses.  The United States argues
that cars imported in Indonesia are like the Kia Sephia from Korea.  Japan argues that parts and
components and cars imported from Japan, or any other country, and those imported from Korea
constitute “like products”.

14.141 We have found in our discussion of like products under Article III:2 that certain imported
motor vehicles are like the National Car714.  The same considerations justify a finding that such
imported vehicles can be considered like National Cars imported from Korea for the purpose of
Article I.  We also consider that parts and components imported from the complainants are like
imports from Korea.  Indonesia concedes that some parts and components are exactly the same for
all cars.  As to the parts and components which arguably are specific to the National Car, Indonesia
does not contest that they can be produced by the complainants’ companies.  This fact confirms
that the parts and components imported for use in the National Car are not unique.  As before, we
note in addition that the criteria for benefitting from reduced customs duties and taxes are not based
on any factor which may affect per se the physical characteristics of those cars and parts and
components, or their end uses.  In this regard, we note that past panels interpreting Article I have
found that a legislation itself may violate that provision if it could lead in principle to less
favourable treatment of the same products.715

14.142 We find, therefore, that for the purpose of the MFN obligation of Article I of GATT,
National Cars and the parts and components thereof imported into Indonesia from Korea are to be
considered ”like” other similar motor vehicles and parts and components imported from other
Members.

(ii) “unconditional advantages”

14.143 We now examine whether the advantages accorded to National Cars and parts and
components thereof from Korea are unconditionally accorded to the products of other Members, as
required by Article I. The GATT case law is clear to the effect that any such advantage (here tax
and customs duty benefits) cannot be made conditional on any criteria that is not related to the
imported product itself.

                                                  
714 We refer to our discussions in paragraphs 14.110 and 14.111 where we found that given that the

Timor, Escort, 306, Optima and Corolla models are in the same market segments, there would not appear to be
any relevant differences in respect of consumers' tastes and habits sufficient to render these products unlike.
In our view, this evidence is also sufficient to establish a presumption of likeness between the Timor, Corolla,
Escort, 306 and Optima for purposes of Article I of GATT.  Since Indonesia has submitted no evidence or
argument to rebut the presumption of likeness for purposes of Article I of GATT, we find that at least these
imported motor vehicles are like the National Car for purposes of Article I of GATT.

715 See for instance the Panel Report on United States - Denial of Most-favoured-nation Treatment as
to Non-rubber Footwear from Brazil, adopted on 19 June 1992, BISD 39S/128, para. 6.12.
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14.146 We note also that under the February 1996 car programme the granting of customs duty
benefits to parts and components is conditional to their being used in the assembly in Indonesia of
a National Car.  The granting of tax benefits is conditional and limited to the only Pioneer company
producing National Cars.  And there is also a third condition for these benefits: the meeting of
certain local content  targets.  Indeed under all these car programmes, customs duty and tax
benefits are conditional on achieving a certain local content value for the finished car.  The
existence of these conditions is inconsistent with the provisions of Article I:1 which provides that
tax and customs duty advantages accorded to products of one Member (here on Korean products)
be accorded to imported like products from other Members “immediately and unconditionally”.

14.147 For the reasons discussed above, we consider that the June 1996 car programme which
introduced discrimination between imports in the allocation of tax and customs duty benefits based
on various conditions and other criteria not related to the imports themselves and the February
1996 car programme which also introduce discrimination between imports in the allocation of
customs duty benefits based on various conditions and other criteria not related to the imports
themselves, are inconsistent with the provisions of Article I of GATT.

14.148  Since the European Communities did not properly claim that the tax benefits of the
February 1996 car programme violated Article I719, we cannot address the related alleged claim that
under the same 1996 February car programme imported parts and components from Korea are
subject to an indirect tax advantage (covered by Article I).

G. Claims of Inadequate Publication and Partial Administration

14.149 Only Japan has raised claims under Article X of GATT.  Japan claims that the National Car
programme violates Article X:1 because Indonesia has failed to publish trade regulations
“promptly” and “in such a manner as to enable governments and traders to become acquainted with
them”.  Japan further alleges that Indonesia has not set out the requirements for the National Car
programme and has also failed to explain the requirements of its National Car programme during
the consultations.

14.150 Japan also claims that the June 1996 National Car program was administered in violation
of Article X:3(a) which requires uniform, impartial and reasonable administration of regulations,
including those pertaining to rates of duty, taxes or other charges.  Japan argues that in June 1996
Indonesia authorized PT Timor to import automobiles duty free, although the counter-purchase
requirement mentioned in the Decree, was not met.  For Japan, these facts constitute violations of
Article X:3(a) since Indonesia administered its regulations in a partial and unreasonable manner.

14.151 Indonesia simply responds that Article X does not establish substantive obligations, but
rather procedural and administrative obligations.  In any case, Indonesia submits that it has
published its regulations and decrees in the statute books and State Gazettes promptly after their
adoption, and this is in conformity with Article X.

14.152 We have already found that the measures adopted pursuant to the National Car programme
violate the provisions of Articles I and/or III of GATT.  Therefore, we consider that it is not
necessary to examine Japan’s claims under Article X of GATT.

                                                  
719 As mentioned before in their request for establishment of panel the European Communities did not

claim that the tax benefits under the February 1996 (what the European Communities had labelled the measure
(d)) violated Article I.  See paragraph (iii) of the EC’s request for establishment of panel.
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H. Claims of Serious Prejudice under Part III of the SCM Agreement

14.153 We next turn to the complainants' serious prejudice claims.  The European Communities
and the United States contend that the tariff and luxury sales tax exemptions provided by Indonesia
through the National Car programme720 are specific subsidies which have caused serious prejudice
to their interests within the meaning of Article 5(c) of the Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures ("SCM  Agreement").721  Specifically, the complainants allege that the
effect of alleged subsidies for the national car is (a) to displace or impede imports of like products
of the European Communities and the United States into the Indonesian market and (b) a
significant price undercutting by the subsidized national car as compared with like EC and US
products in the Indonesian market.  The European Communities further contend, in the alternative,
that the alleged subsidies provided by Indonesia through the National Car programme threaten to
cause serious prejudice to EC interests.722  Indonesia argues that the tariff and tax benefits provided
through the National Car programme do not cause or threaten to cause serious prejudice to the
interests of the European Communities or the United States.

14.154 In addressing the EC and US claims, we will first consider whether the measures in
question are specific subsidies within the meaning of the SCM Agreement.  Next we will consider
whether Indonesia, as a developing country Member, may be subject to claims that subsidies
provided by it  have caused serious prejudice to the interests of other Members.  Finally, we must
examine whether the European Communities and the United States have demonstrated by positive
evidence that the measures in question have caused serious prejudice or, in the case of the
European Communities, have threatened to cause serious prejudice, to their interests within the
meaning of Part III of the SCM Agreement, either through displacement and impedance, price
undercutting, or both.  A threshold question with respect to this final phase of the analysis is to
determine which EC and US products, if any, are like products to the National Car (the Timor)
within the meaning of the SCM Agreement.

1. Are the measures specific subsidies?

14.155 As with any analysis under the SCM Agreement, the first issue to be resolved is whether
the measures in question are subsidies within the meaning of Article 1 that are specific to an
enterprise or industry or group of enterprises or industries within the meaning of Article 2.  It is to
be recalled that the measures in question are: import duty and luxury sales tax exemptions on CBU
Timors imported by PT TPN from Korea, import duty exemptions on parts and components used or
to be used in the assembly of the Timor in Indonesia, and luxury sales tax exemptions on Timors
assembled in Indonesia.  In this case, the European Communities, the United States and Indonesia
agree that these measures are specific subsidies within the meaning of those articles.  Specifically,
they concur that the tariff and sales tax exemptions in question represent government revenue

                                                  
720 Neither the European Communities nor the United States has made a claim of serious prejudice

arising from measures adopted pursuant to the 1993 car programme.
721 Japan's request for establishment of a panel noted Japan's view that the measures pursuant to the

National Car programme cause serious prejudice to Japan's interests, but did not ask this Panel to make a
finding on this issue.  Rather, Japan reserved the right to request the establishment of a separate panel under
Article 7.4 of the SCM Agreement with respect to this issue.

722 In its first submission, the United States claimed that the National Car programme also threatened
to cause serious prejudice with respect to US exports of light trucks to Indonesia.  The US threat claim was,
however, related to an allegedly government-directed $690 million loan. The United States has informed us
that, in light of our preliminary ruling that the loan is not within our terms of reference, the United States is no
longer pursuing this claim.
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forgone within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii) and that the measures confer a benefit on PT
TPN within the meaning of Article 1.1(b) of the Agreement.  All three parties reiterated this view
in response to a written question from the Panel.   Further, the European Communities, the
United States and Indonesia agree that these subsidies are contingent upon the use of domestic over
imported goods within the meaning of Article 3.1(b), and that they are therefore deemed to be
specific pursuant to Article 2.3 of the Agreement.723  In light of the views of the parties, and given
that nothing in the record would compel a different conclusion, we find that the measures in
question are specific subsidies within the meaning of Articles 1 and 2 of the SCM Agreement.

2. May the complainants bring a serious prejudice claim against Indonesia?

14.156 Article 27 of the SCM Agreement provides significant special and differential treatment for
developing country Members of the WTO, including with respect to claims of serious prejudice
arising from subsidies provided by developing country Members.  Thus, Article 27.9 provides that

Regarding actionable subsidies granted or maintained by a developing country
Member other than those referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 6, action may not be
authorized or taken pursuant to Article 7 unless nullification or impairment of tariff
concessions or other obligations under GATT 1994 is found to exist as a result of
such subsidy, in such a way as to displace or impede imports of a like product into
the market of the subsidizing developing country Member or unless injury to a
domestic industry in the market of an importing Member occurs.

In other words, Article 27.9 provides that, in the usual case, developing country Members may not
be subject to a claim that their actionable subsidies have caused serious prejudice to the interests of
another Member.  Rather, a Member may only bring a claim that benefits under GATT have been
nullified or impaired by a developing country Member's subsidies or that subsidized imports into
the complaining Member have caused injury to a domestic industry.

14.157 The complainants do not contest that Indonesia is a developing country Member entitled to
the special and differential treatment provided by Article 27.9.  Rather, they contend that Article
27.9 is not applicable in this case because the subsidies in question fall under the provisions of
Article 6.1(a),  i.e., that the ad valorem subsidization of the Timor exceeds 5 per cent.  The
European Communities  further contend, in the alternative, that the subsidies fall under the
provisions of Article 6.1(a) because, pursuant to Annex IV:4 to the Agreement, PT TPN is in a
start-up situation and the overall rate of subsidization exceeds 15 per cent of the total funds
invested.  Accordingly, the complainants consider that they are authorized under Article 27.8 to
bring a serious prejudice claim.

14.158 We agree that Article 27.8 allows a WTO Member to bring a serious prejudice claim with
respect to subsidies provided by a developing country Member which fall within the scope of
Article 6.1.  Article 27.8 provides that:

There shall be no presumption in terms of paragraph 1 of Article 6 that a subsidy
granted by a developing country Member results in serious prejudice, as defined in
this Agreement.  Such serious prejudice, where applicable under the terms of

                                                  
723 See Section VIII:A of the Descriptive Part.  The European Communities and the United States

also consider the subsidies to be specific on the grounds that they are in fact made available to a single
enterprise within a single sector.
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paragraph 9, shall be demonstrated by positive evidence, in accordance with the
provisions of paragraphs 3 through 8 of Article 6.

In other words, while a subsidy falling within the terms of Article 6.1 generally is presumed to
cause serious prejudice to the interests of another Member, that presumption is not applicable
where the subsidizing country is a developing country Member.  Instead, while such a subsidy by a
developing country Member may be subject to a serious prejudice challenge, a complainant does
not benefit from a presumption of serious prejudice; rather, a complainant must demonstrate the
existence of serious prejudice by positive evidence.

14.159 The question remains whether the subsidization challenged in this dispute satisfies the
requirements of Article 6.1(a).  That provision states that "[s]erious prejudice shall be deemed to
exist in the case of . . . the total ad valorem subsidization14 of a product exceeding five per cent . . .
."  Footnote 14 states that "[t]he total  ad valorem subsidization shall be calculated in accordance
with  the provisions of Annex IV."  That Annex, in turn, sets forth a number of principles to be
applied in calculating the total ad valorem subsidization for purposes of Article 6.1(a).  Among the
provisions of Annex IV is a special rule that, "[w]here the recipient firm is in a start-up situation,
serious prejudice shall be deemed to exist if the overall rate of subsidization exceeds 15 per cent of
the funds invested."

14.160 In their first submissions, both the European Communities and the United States submitted
a number of calculations intended to demonstrate that the terms of Article 6.1(a) were satisfied in
this case.  Thus, the European Communities provided calculations indicating that the ad valorem
subsidization of Timors assembled in Indonesia ranged from 40 to 61 per cent, while the ad
valorem subsidization of Timors imported from Korea ranged from 156 to 460 per cent.  In the
alternative, the European Communities calculate that, if PT TPN is in a start-up period, Article
6.1(a) applies because the overall rate of subsidization (219-225 per cent) exceeds 15 per cent of
the total funds invested.  The US  calculations, excluding the alleged $690 million loan found to be
outside our terms of reference, indicate a rate of subsidization for Timors imported from Korea of
between 54 and 166 per cent (depending on whether the import duty exemption on the Timors
imported from Korea was expended in the year of receipt or allocated over a number of years),
while the rate of subsidization for Timors assembled in Indonesia would be 49.37 per cent in 1998
and 44.65 per cent in 1999.  The United States considered that the start-up provisions of Annex IV
were not applicable in this case.

14.161 The calculations provided by the European Communities and the United States present a
variety of issues under Article 6.1(a) and Annex IV.  However, we do not need in this case to
calculate the precise level of ad valorem subsidization.  Rather, we need only determine whether
the ad valorem rate of subsidization exceeds 5 per cent.  This question is not in dispute here, since
Indonesia calculates  that the ad valorem subsidization conferred by the exemption from the luxury
sales tax alone is 29.54 per cent for Timors imported from Korea, 26.20 per cent for Timors
assembled at the Tambun plant, and 18.68 per cent for Timors to be assembled at the Karawang
plant.  Thus, the parties concur that the ad valorem subsidization exceeds 5 per cent.  We do not
see any basis to disagree with the parties that the ad valorem subsidization is in excess of 5 per
cent.  To the contrary, given that the luxury sales tax from which Timors are exempted is itself 35
per cent of the cost of the cars sold, it would appear inevitable that the ad valorem subsidization
resulting from such an exemption would exceed 5 per cent by any reasonable calculation.
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14.166 The European Communities assert that all motor vehicles falling within the category of
"passenger cars" constitute a single category of "like product" for the purposes of the SCM
Agreement, given that they all share the same basic characteristics and serve an identical end-use.
The European Communities contend that there are virtually limitless variations with respect to
passenger cars, and that any effort to divide passenger cars into two or more "like products" would
inevitably yield arbitrary results because the Panel would be required either to choose among the
criteria or to apply several criteria simultaneously.  Further, the European Communities point out
that there are continua of products with respect to many of these criteria, and drawing lines along
those continua would be arbitrary regardless of where the lines were drawn.  The European
Communities argue in the alternative that, at the very least, the Opel Optima and Peugeot 306 must
be considered to be "like" the Timor because, while not identical, they have physical characteristics
which closely resemble those of the Timor.

14.167 The US approach to "like product" is narrower than that proposed by the European
Communities.  The United States contends that four US passenger cars sold or planned to be sold
in Indonesia -- the Opel Vectra and Optima, the Ford Escort and the Chrysler Neon -- are "like
products" to the Timor.  In support of this conclusion, the United States contends that these
products have similar end-uses (to  transport passengers) and that, because the physical
characteristics of these cars (e.g., size, weight, height, engine size) are similar or virtually identical
to those of the Timor, they "closely resemble" that car.  In support of its conclusions, the United
States cites what it considers to be highly authoritative market segmentation analysis applied by the
DRI Global Automotive Group and reflected in a number  of DRI publications excerpts of which
have been placed before the Panel,725 under which the Timor, Optima, Escort and Neon are all
classified as Segment C (Lower Medium Segment) passenger cars, while the Vectra is classified as
Segment D (Upper Medium Segment) passenger cars.

14.168 Indonesia takes issue with both the EC and US approaches to the "like product" question.
Indonesia considers that, because an affirmative finding of serious prejudice would deprive
Indonesia of a conditional right to provide subsidies, the concept of "like product" must be very
narrowly construed, and that the burden of proof on complainants is particularly high.  Indonesia
argues that the complainants have not met their burden of proving that products are like and of
establishing acceptable like product categories.  Indonesia does not appear to take issue with the
principle that the analysis should be limited to passenger cars.  However, it notes that while all
passenger cars share  certain basic characteristics, they are still highly differentiated on the basis of
numerous other physical and non-physical characteristics and thus should not be treated as "like".
In this case, Indonesia argues, because the Timor is highly differentiated from US and EC models
and is thus non-substitutable, those products cannot be considered to be like products to the Timor.
Rather, Indonesia considers that the Timor and the Bimantara Cakra are in a market segment by
themselves, "small budget" cars, while even the US and EC cars closest to the Timor are in the
"small normal/regular" market segment.

14.169 In assessing the arguments of the parties, we are cognizant that the complainants are
required to demonstrate the existence of serious prejudice by positive evidence.  Thus, we agree
with Indonesia that the complainants bear the burden of presenting argument and evidence with
respect to each element of their serious prejudice claims -- including the existence of effects on a
"like product".  This is  consistent with the general principle, stated by the Appellate Body in Shirts
and Blouses, that complainants must present evidence and argument sufficient to establish a
presumption that a defending Member has acted in a manner inconsistent with its WTO
                                                  

725 Asian Automotive Industry Forecast Report of June 1997; World Car Industry Forecast Report of
February 1997.
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obligations.726  We do not agree, however, that the complainants bear a heavier than usual burden
of proof in this dispute or that the concept of "like product" should be interpreted more narrowly
than usual because Indonesia is a developing country Member.  The special and differential
treatment available to Indonesia is spelled out in Article 27 of the SCM Agreement, and it is
substantial.  But for that special and differential treatment, the subsidies in question would by
Indonesia's own admission be prohibited under Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement.  Moreover,
because Indonesia is a developing country Member, Article 27.8 requires complainants to
demonstrate serious prejudice by positive evidence "in accordance with the provisions of
paragraphs 3 through 8 of Article 6" rather than taking advantage of the rebuttable presumption of
serious prejudice that otherwise would have applied under Article 6.1(a).  Article 27 does not,
however, impose a higher burden of proof on complainants than that normally applicable under
Article 6, nor does it provide that the term "like product" is to be defined differently in the case of
subsidization provided by a developing country Member.

14.170 Turning now to an analysis of the issue at hand, we note that the term "like product" is used
in a variety of contexts within the WTO Agreement.727  As it is used in most cases, the term is not
defined, and numerous GATT and WTO panels have been required to apply the term to particular
factual situations.  The SCM Agreement, however, shares with the Agreement on Implementation
of Article VI of GATT 1994 (ADP Agreement) a definition of the term "like product" that is not
found elsewhere in the WTO Agreement.  Note 46 to Article 5.1 of the SCM Agreement provides
that:

Throughout this Agreement the term "like product" (produit
similaire") shall be interpreted to mean a product which is identical,
i.e. alike in all respects to the product under consideration, or in the
absence of such a product, another product which, although not
alike in all respects, has characteristics closely resembling those of
the product under consideration.

Although this definition appears in Part V of the SCM Agreement (relating to countervailing
measures), the use of the clause "throughout this Agreement" makes clear that this definition is
equally applicable to the provisions of Part III, including Article 6 relating to adverse effects.

14.171 The definition of "like product" found in the SCM Agreement first appeared in the
Kennedy Round Anti-Dumping Agreement728 and, in spite of proposals for modifications during
various negotiations, was carried virtually unchanged into the Tokyo Round Anti-Dumping and
Subsidies Codes729 and hence into the WTO SCM and ADP Agreements.  Thus, the definition of
                                                  

726 Shirts and Blouses, op. cit., Appellate Body Report, p. 13.
727 For example, Articles I and III of GATT.  Article I:1: " . . . any advantage, favour, privilege or

immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall
be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of
all other contracting parties."  Article III:2: "The products of the territory of any other contracting party shall
not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those
applied, directly or indirectly, to like domestic products."  Article III:4: "The products of the territory of any
contracting party imported into the territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded treatment no less
favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin . . . "

728 Kennedy Round Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, Article I.A(b).

729 Tokyo Round Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, Article 2.2; Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, note 18 to Article 6.
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regarding whether in fact products are like, and that this will always involve an unavoidable
element of individual, discretionary  judgement.  With this in mind, we now proceed to consider
the application of these general principles to the case at hand.

14.175 Turning first to the argument of the European Communities that all passenger cars should
be considered "like products" to the Timor, we consider that such a broad approach is not
appropriate in this case.  While it is true that all passenger cars "share the same basic physical
characteristics and share an identical end-use", we agree with Indonesia that passenger cars are
highly differentiated products.  Although the European Communities have not provided the Panel
with information regarding the range of physical characteristics of passenger cars, all drivers know
that passenger cars may differ greatly in terms of size, weight, engine power, technology, and
features.  The significance of these extensive physical differences, both in terms of the cost of
producing the cars and in consumer perceptions regarding them, is manifested in huge differences
in price between brands and models.  It is evident that the differences, both physical and non-
physical, between a Rolls Royce and a Timor are enormous, and that the degree of substitutability
between them is very low.  Viewed from the perspective of the SCM Agreement, it is almost
inconceivable that a subsidy for Timors could displace  or impede imports of Rolls Royces, or that
any meaningful analysis of price undercutting could be performed between these two models.  In
short, we do not consider that a Rolls Royce can reasonably be considered to have "characteristics
closely resembling" those of the Timor.

14.176 The European Communities contend that we must consider all passenger cars to be "like"
because any effort to differentiate between passenger cars with a multitude of differing
characteristics would inevitably result in arbitrary divisions.  We are aware that there are
innumerable differences among passenger cars and that the identification of appropriate dividing
lines between them may not be a simple task.  However, this does not in our view justify lumping
all such products together where the differences among the products are so dramatic.  The parties
to this dispute have submitted substantial data regarding a wide range of characteristics of the
Timor and of the models that the European Communities and United States consider to be like
products to the Timor.  We must endeavour to find some reasonable way to assess the relative
importance of the various differences in the minds of consumers and to devise some sensible
means to categorize passenger cars.

14.177 One reasonable way for this panel to approach  the "like product" issue is to look at the
manner in which the automotive industry itself has analyzed market segmentation.  The United
States and the European Communities have submitted information regarding the market
segmentation approach taken  by DRI's Global Automotive Group, a company whose clients
include all major auto manufacturers, including KIA, PT TPN's national car partner.  DRI's Asian
Automotive Industry Forecast Report of June 1997 ("Asian Forecast") divides passenger cars into
five segments: Small Cars Segment  (Segment A), Supercompact Segment (Segment B), Lower
Medium Segment (Segment C), Upper Medium Segment (Segment D) and Executive Segment
(Segment E).  Three of those segments (C to E) are divided into subsegments 1 (lower end) and 2
(upper end).  While the Asian Forecast does not identify the Timor, it does indicate that the Kia
Sephia -- Timor's parent car -- falls within the C1 Segment (lower end of Lower Medium
Segment).732  The Asian Forecast also places the Optima and the 306 in the C1 Segment, while the
Vectra is placed in the D1 (lower end of Upper Medium Segment).  The Escort and Neon are not
identified in the portion of the Asian Forecast (Table 6 relating to sales in Indonesia) before the
                                                  

732 DRI identifies models sold in the Indonesian market by the more common model names used in
other markets.  However, it is clear from the sales data provided by DRI that the "Sephias" referred to in the
Asian Forecast are in fact Timors imported from Korea or assembled in Indonesia.
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DRI considered these differences sufficiently important to merit classifying the Timor sold in the
Indonesian market differently from the Sephia sold in other markets.  Further, DRI apparently
considers its segmentation analysis to be applicable to the Asian market generally and to the
Indonesian market in particular, as it applies that analysis in the Asian Forecast.

14.180 Indonesia further objects that the complainants have not submitted the full text of the Asian
Forecast, and that the Panel should draw adverse inferences from this fact.  However, the materials
provided by the complainants appear to include that portion of the Asian Report relating to market
segmentation, and Indonesia has not given the panel any reason to believe that relevant portions of
the Asian Forecast have been excluded.  Further, because the Asian Forecast is not a document to
which the complainants can control access, resort to adverse inferences would not appear
appropriate.  Finally,  Indonesia objects that the DRI approach is limited solely to physical
dimensions, and fails to consider other physical characteristics much less "actual market forces or
competition."  As indicated by our discussion, however, Indonesia's argument on this score appears
to be factually incorrect.

14.181 In our view, the DRI market segmentation analysis presented by the European
Communities and the United States supports the view that all vehicles in the C1 Segment --
including the 306, Optima and Escort -- are "like products" to the Timor within the meaning of the
SCM Agreement.  By contrast, the DRI analysis places the Vectra and the Neon in different market
segments (D1 and C2 respectively), and this in our view weakens the complainants' view that these
products should be considered to be "like" the Timor.734  The complainants have not provided any
explanation as to why the Panel should  consider DRI's market segmentation relevant yet overlook
that segmentation where it is unfavourable to them.  To the contrary, the United States' argument
regarding the Vectra in particular damns with faint praise.  The United States concedes that the
Vectra "is positioned slightly higher in the market than the Timor", that it is longer and has a more
powerful engine.  The United States maintains only that the Vectra "is not all that dissimilar" to the
Timor, a test which would appear to fall short of the SCM Agreement's definition.

14.182 While the DRI market segmentation analysis is useful, we are not prepared to rely on it
without confirming, through an independent comparison of their physical characteristics, that the
EC and US models in question are "like" the Timor.  The European Communities, the United
States and Indonesia have all provided the Panel with detailed comparative information regarding
the physical characteristics and performance of the models at issue.  This information varies in
some details, and it is not always clear which versions of particular models are being compared
with which.735  Nevertheless, the information before us generally provides a good overview of the
similarities and differences between the models in question.  However, the parties have sometimes
chosen to emphasize different physical characteristics and features or to characterize differently the
significance of the differences that exist.  In testing the DRI market segmentation approach,
therefore, we will outline the Indonesian view of market segmentation in Indonesia and then test
that view against the physical characteristics and other  criteria identified by Indonesia as
significant.

                                                                                                                                                             
note of evidence submitted by Indonesia regarding differences between the Sephia sold in the United States
and the Timor.

734 Neither the European Communities nor the United States sell any B Segment cars in the
Indonesian market, and we have not been asked to decide whether such cars are like products to the Timor for
the purposes of the SCM Agreement.

735 The submissions of the parties refer to at least two versions of the Timor (S-515 and S-515i), three
versions of the Optima (GLS, CDX and CDX A-BAG) and two versions of the 306 (M/T and A/T).
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Regarding suspension, although Indonesia's summary table suggests that there are differences
between the Timor and all of the models compared to it, the detailed information supplied by
Indonesia shows that all of the models have identical suspension:  in the front "Independent
MacPherson strut", and in the rear "fully independent multi-linked".739

14.188 With respect to "safety features", Indonesia identifies the braking system, fuel tank
capacity and mileage, curb weight and passive restraints as relevant features.  With respect to the
braking system, all models would appear to have front disc and rear drum brakes.  The Vectra has
ABS, and it appears that some models of the Optima and 306 may also have ABS, while the Timor
and Escort do not (the Neon offers ABS as an option).  The fuel tank capacity, in ascending order,
is:  Timor (50 litres), Optima (52 litres), Escort (55 litres), Neon (57 litres), 306 (60 litres), and
Vectra (61 litres).  Data regarding fuel efficiency were unavailable for most models.  The models
weigh in at the following: Optima (980 kg), Timor (1055 kg), 306 (1100 kg), Neon (1102 kg),
Escort (1110 kg) and Vectra (1150 kg).  Documentation submitted by Indonesia shows that all
models, except the Timor and 306, have airbags; however, the United States indicated that the
Indonesian version of the Escort would not have been equipped with airbags, while documentation
from the European Communities indicates that one Optima model has a single airbag while another
does not.

14.189 In our view, the data provided by the parties tend to confirm the market segmentation
analysis of DRI.  Even limiting ourselves to those features on which Indonesia has chosen to focus,
the Timor does not appear to be notably inferior to the 306, O

respects may be superior to those models.   With respect to the Vectra, on the other hand, the
superiority seems  relatively clear -- the Vectra is the heaviest passenger car in the group (95 kgs
more than the Timor), shares honours with the Neon for the largest engine (roughly 500 cc larger
than the Timor's), is the only one of the vehicles identified as appropriate for 5 passengers, and has
all the features identified by Indonesia (power steering, ABS, airbags).  The case of the Neon is
intermediate: it is heavier and has a larger engine than the Timor and most of the other models in
question, but it is not notably better equipped than the Timor in other respects.  Thus, the data fit
well with DRI's assessment that the Vectra is in a distinct market segment from the Timor while
the Neon is in the upper end of the same market segment as the Timor.

14.190 A number of other factors combine to suggest that the Timor in fact belongs in the C
Segment.  First, according to DRI's World Forecast, Kia -- producer of the Sephia, parent car to the
Timor --produces and sells in the Korean market a range of passenger cars, including entrants in
Segments A (Morning) and B (Avella and Pride).  Further, contrary to Indonesia's contention, DRI
data show that several passenger cars classified by DRI in the B Segment (Suzuki Baleno, Toyota
Starlet) are currently sold in the Indonesian market, and several others (Daihatsu Charade, Maleo
Maleo) were sold in the Indonesian market as recently as 1996.  We note that these B Segment cars
would appear to be significantly smaller and, on the whole, less powerful than the Timor.740   This
undercuts  Indonesia's arguments that the Timor and the Bimantara Cakra are in a class by
themselves at the bottom of the Indonesian market.

                                                  739 Indonesia's summary table mentions differences in tyre size in the context of "steering and
suspension".  It is not clear that tyre size is related to suspension, or is otherwise an important factor in
defining the like product.  Moreover, Indonesia's detailed table treats tyre size as a separate feature, unrelated
to suspension.

740 It appears that the car identified by Indonesia as the Daihatsu G102 series is a rebadged Charade.
According to figures supplied by Indonesia, the Starlet, Charade and Baleno weigh 725 kg, 845 kg and 965 kg
(as opposed to 1055 kg for the Timor), and have engines generating 53, 56 and 87 kw respectively.  The Timor
S-515i generates 77 kw.
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14.204 For the foregoing reasons, we find that the United States cannot assert that it has suffered
serious prejudice as a result of displacement/impedance or price undercutting with respect to
products that do not originate in the United States.745

4. Should the Panel consider the effects of subsidies provided pursuant to the June 1996 Car
Programme?

14.205 It will be recalled that the National Car programme provides a number of subsidies for the
Timor.  Under the February 1996 car programme, Timors assembled in Indonesia benefit from an
exemption from import duties with respect to imported parts and components, as well as an
exemption from the luxury sales tax, provided those Timors meet specified local content
requirements.  Under the June 1996 car programme, PT TPN was authorized to import up to 45,000
CBU Timors from Korea exempt from (200 per cent) import duties during the period 30 June 1996
to 30 June 1997 and to sell those Timors free of luxury sales tax provided that certain requirements
regarding counter-purchase and use of Indonesian workers in Korea were satisfied.  It will further
be recalled that Indonesia submitted the results of an audit indicating that those requirements had
not been met, and indicated that a process would begin to seek repayment of the subsidies provided
with respect to those Korean-origin Timors.  Indonesia now argues that the Panel should not
consider the effects of the subsidies provided pursuant to the June 1996 car programme because it
has now expired.  Because assembly on a significant scale of the Timor in Indonesia has not yet
begun,746 subsidies pursuant to the "February 1996 programme" have yet to be provided to any
substantial degree.  Thus, Indonesia contends, no actual serious prejudice may be found to exist.

14.206 We do not agree with Indonesia that we are precluded from considering the effect of
subsidies pursuant to the June 1996 car programme when analysing whether the subsidies in this
case have caused serious prejudice to the interests of the complainants.  We agree with the
complainants that in this case there are a variety of different subsidy measures provided pursuant to
a single National Car programme, and that it makes little sense to treat each one separately when
analysing the existence of serious prejudice.  Rather, we must assess the "effect of the subsidies"
on the interests of another Member to determine whether serious prejudice exists, not the effect of
"subsidy programmes."  We note that at any given moment in time some payments of subsidies
have occurred in the past while others have yet to occur in the future.  If we were to consider that
past subsidies were not relevant to our serious prejudice analysis as they were "expired measures"
while future measures could not yet have caused actual serious prejudice, it is hard to imagine any
situation where a panel would be able to determine the existence of actual serious prejudice.   Thus,
we decline to proceed on the course suggested by Indonesia.747

5. Displacement and Impedance

                                                  
745 We note that the issue addressed here is not whether the United States need demonstrate the

existence of trade effects in order to establish the nullification or impairment of benefits arising from the
violation of a provision of the WTO Agreement.  It is well established that in such cases no demonstration of
actual trade effects is required.  Superfund, op. cit..  Rather, we are addressing a situation where the existence
of adverse effects is the essence of the claim.

746 PT TPN is temporarily assembling 1,000 units per year at a plant in Tambun.  Its full-scale facility
at Karawang, which will have an annual capacity of 63,000 Timors, was not to begin production until
sometime in 1998.

747 We recall that, late in the Panel process, Indonesia indicated that it had terminated subsidies
pursuant to the National Car programme.  For the reasons set forth in paragraph 14.9 supra, we nevertheless
will proceed to consider whether subsidies pursuant to the National Car programme are causing serious
prejudice to the interests of the European Communities and the United States.
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14.214 Focusing on market shares alone, the data before us show a potentially significant
correlation between the introduction of the subsidized Timor and the decline in EC market share in
the C Segment of the Indonesian market.  The quarterly data show that the EC market share for C
Segment cars in Indonesia increased substantially during the first three quarters of 1996, but that,
in the fourth quarter of 1996, coincident with the introduction of the Timor, the European models'
market share dropped to 3.7 per cent, where it remained on average during the first five months of
1997.  Thus, there seems to be little question that the EC market share in the C Segment dropped
substantially relative to that  of the subsidized Timor, and the close correlation in time between the
introduction of the Timor and the drop in EC market share suggests a causal link between the two.

14.215 If Article 6.4 of the SCM Agreement applied in this dispute, this showing of a change in
relative market shares to the disadvantage of the non-subsidized like product might well have been
sufficient to establish the European Communities' prima facie case of displacement or
impedance.749  In the absence of that article, however, it is not enough for the European
Communities to demonstrate a decline in relative market share; rather, the European Communities
must demonstrate that "the effect of the subsidy is to displace or impede the imports" of an EC-
origin "like product" into the Indonesian market, i.e.,  that some imports that would have occurred
did not occur as a result of the subsidies.  While declining market share may be relevant to
establishing such a situation, we consider that we must proceed further with the analysis and look
at actual sales figures for the products in question.

14.216 In spite of their declines in market share, the absolute volume of sales of the relevant EC
models did not significantly decline after the introduction of the Timor.  Rather, sales of C
Segment vehicles from the EC were 419 units in 1995 and 1,445 units in 1996.  For 1997 we have
full data from the Annex V process on the C Segment only for January - May, and this shows EC
sales of 611 units, which amounts to 1,466 units on an annualized basis.  We also have sales
figures for the Optima (257 units) and 306 (656 units) for the period January - August 1997 from
the European Communities.   These figures, totalled and annualized, show sales of 1,370 units for
1997.   On a quarterly basis, sales of the Optima and 306 remained relatively constant during the
period from the fourth quarter of 1996 through May  1997 at between 300 and 400 units per
quarter750.

14.217 The explanation for the loss of market share with no decline in absolute sales volume is
that the size of the Indonesian market expanded after the introduction of the Timor.  What is
particularly relevant here is that the increase in the size of the market was largely attributable to
sales of the Timor.  In particular, between the third and fourth quarters of 1996, the market for C
Segment cars increased by 6,326 units, of which the Timor accounted for 4,278 units (68 %).  A
similar pattern was evident during the first five months of 1997.  Thus, relatively stable EC sales
volumes in a rapidly expanding market resulted in market share declines but not in declines in
absolute volumes.

14.218 We agree with the European Communities that a complainant need not demonstrate a
decline in sales in order to demonstrate displacement or impedance.  This is inherent in the
ordinary meaning of those terms.  Thus, displacement relates to a situation where sales volume has

                                                  
749 Assuming that the eight months of post-Timor data were considered to be "an appropriately

representative period sufficient to demonstrate clear trends in the development of the market for the product
concerned" within the meaning of Article 6.4.

750 In fact, the quarterly figure for the partial second quarter, if it continued for the rest of the quarter,
would actually be 423 units, the highest quarter in the period 1995-second quarter 1997.  Treating the period
June-August as a quarter, EC C Segment sales amounted to 302 units.
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Table 1

Analysis of Market Share for "C" Class Automobiles in Indonesia
By Year

(Units)
Model 1995 1996 Jan-May

1997
Jan-August

1997

Toyota Corolla/Corona 8,415 7,116 2,537 N/A

Honda City/Civic 2,358 4,112 2,317 N/A

Nissan Sunny/Sentra 960 1,686 864 N/A

Ford Laser 2,814 3,597 1,720 N/A

 Mitsubishi Lancer 1,597 1,360 149 N/A

Mazda 323/MR 90 868 597 80 N/A

 Bimantara Cakra* 0 1,058 1,012 N/A

Daewoo Nexia* 0 20 305 N/A

Opel Optima 419 359 165 257

Peugeot 306 0 1,086 446 656

Timor* 0 4,278 7,058 N/A

 Total 17,431 25,269 16,653 N/A

European models:
    Quantity

Market share
419

2.4%
1,445

5.7%
611

3.7%
913
N/A

Timor:  Market share 0% 16.9% 42.4% N/A

N/A Not available
*The DRI sales figures, on the basis of which the "C" class models were identified, refer to the
Bimantara Cakra as the Hyundai Accent, to the Daewoo Nexia as the Daewoo Cielo, and to the
Timor as the Kia Sephia.

Source: AV/3, attachment A-39/1-B, except January-August data, which were provided by the
European Communities
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14.226 The complainants have also alleged the existence of plans to replace the existing Optima
with a new model.  The European Communities state that Opel had "advanced plans" to expand
and upgrade its assembly facilities in Indonesia, including the introduction of a new model of the
Optima, while the United States states that GM "was considering investing in plant expansion, and
had approval to bring in new models of the Opel Optima and Opel Vectra."  The United States
asserts that, while the precise figures are confidential, GM's business plan called for sales of
Optimas and Vectras "in excess of 1,000 cars in 1996 and around 3,000 cars in 1997, with
progressive increases in subsequent years."  The joint letter discussed above contains similar
information.  The parties have not informed the Panel what portion of these planned sales would
have been of the Optima.

14.227 In the context of a claim of serious prejudice arising from displacement or impedance, we
must review the above information with an eye to whether it demonstrates that (i) there were
concrete plans to increase sales of EC-origin passenger cars to the Indonesian market through the
introduction of new models; and that (ii) the new models were not introduced because of the
subsidies pursuant to the National Car programme.

14.228 Several factual elements have been alleged which could support the European
Communities' assertions regarding the existence of concrete plans to introduce the Escort into
Indonesia.  We note the European Communities' statement that there was an  "approved plan" to
invest $US56 million for assembly of the Escort in Indonesia.  Clearly, such information could be
highly relevant to our analysis.  The factual information before us with respect to such a plan is,
however, extremely limited, and supporting documentation non-existent.  Thus, we do not know,
for instance, by whom and at what level this plan was "approved."759 Similarly, the fact that Ford
projected substantial sales of the Escort in Indonesia could be highly relevant, but we know nothing
about the bases for the projections.  Under these circumstances, it is difficult for the Panel to judge
the weight to be given to these factors.  The concreteness of Ford's plans is to some extent
confirmed by the statement of the European Communities that Ford had already spent US$1
million to acquire production equipment which was already in Indonesia; such a commitment of
resources suggests the Ford had moved beyond mere consideration of the Escort project and was in
the process of implementation.760 With respect to the reasons why Ford abandoned its plans to
introduce the Escort into Indonesia, however, no direct evidence has been presented by the
complainants.  The United States cites Ford estimates that, if it had introduced the Escort in the
Indonesian market, the Timor would have undercut the price of the least expensive version by at
least US$5000.  We have no basis to judge, however, whether this assessment had been made at
the time Ford abandoned its project nor whether it represented the basis for the abandonment of
those plans.

14.229 With respect to the Optima, there is even less factual evidence to support the European
Communities' assertions than with respect to the Escort.  Basically, the complainants are asking the
Panel to conclude that the new model of the Optima would have been introduced but for the
National Car programme on the basis of a statement regarding the existence of "advanced plans"
and a statement that GM had approval to bring in the new model of the Optima.  While this type of
information could be highly relevant to the issue, the Panel again lacks any detailed evidence.  We

                                                  
759 The plan apparently was not "approved" by the Government of Indonesia, as Indonesia has stated

that Ford "did not submit a single application for approval of the development of passenger car production or
assembly facilities in Indonesia during the period 1993 to the present."  See  paragraph 8.357 of the
Descriptive Part.

760 Indonesia does not challenge that this is a factually correct statement.  It does, however, seek to
discount the significance of the amount involved in light of Ford's size and huge global sales volume.
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have been presented with virtually no information about these "advanced plans," e.g., whether a
final decision had been taken within GM management and whether funds had been committed.
With respect to the question of approval to bring in the Optima, we assume that this means
approval by the Government of Indonesia, but we have no further information.  Regarding the
reasons why these plans were abandoned, again we have no evidence beyond the statements of
company representatives in the joint letter and in newspaper articles.761

(ii) US-Origin Models

14.230 The only US-origin model which the United States has alleged would have been sold in the
Indonesian market but for subsidies provided pursuant to the National Car programme is the Neon.
The following represents the argument and record before the Panel with respect to that allegation.

14.231 The United States stated in its first submission that, prior to the introduction of the National
Car programme, Chrysler assembled Jeeps in Indonesia, and that Chrysler "had plans to introduce
the Neon but, like GM and Ford, it had to abandon these plans once the National Motor Vehicle
Programme was introduced."  Its cited sources for this statement were articles in two
publications,762 which contain no further information beyond that found in the US submission.  In
its second submission, the United States repeated that "Chrysler was planning to introduce the
Neon to the Indonesian passenger car market, but that Chrysler, too, had to cancel its plans
following the introduction of the National Car programme."   In its response to a question from the
Panel, the United States stated that "the Chrysler Neons would have been sourced from the United
States; specifically, from Chrysler's plant in the state of Illinois."  The United States indicated in its
oral statement at the Panel's second meeting that "Chrysler's plan called for 1,000 - 2,000 Neons in
1997", and in response to a question from the Panel indicated that, "[a]ccording to Chrysler
officials, the launch date for the Neon project would have been mid-1997 had the project not been
cancelled due to the National Car Programme."  Finally, the United States at the second meeting
submitted as an exhibit a letter from Chrysler dated 19 December 1997 stating that, "[a]s noted in
the attachment, announcement of the National Motor Vehicle Programme rendered non-viable
Chrysler plans for additional investment in Indonesia."  The full text of that attachment is as
follows:

Chrysler Corporation - Indonesia

- Prior to introduction of the National Motor Vehicle Programme, Chrysler
was already assembling Jeep Cherokee and Wrangler vehicles in Cikarang,
West Java.  Chrysler, together with Lippo Group and Ningz Pacific, was
studying an assembly joint venture located in Lippo City to assemble Neon
passenger cars and other passenger vehicles.  Planned investment in this
joint venture would have been more than $150 million.  Although the
precise figures are confidential, Chrysler's business plan called for initial
sales of more than 15,000 vehicles per year, including 1,000 to 2,000
Neons per year, with volumes progressively rising thereafter.

                                                  
761 The European Communities attaches as an exhibit in support of this statement an article in the

Financial Times, GM Halts Indonesia Move Over National Car Policy (date illegible).  That article quotes a
GM official extensively regarding plans to halt new investments as a result of the National Car programme;
however, it states that the official "did not indicate the scale or nature of the expansion being put on hold."

762 See paragraph 8.300 of the Descriptive Part.
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- Chrysler's plan for investment in Indonesia was part of a broader Asian
strategy under which Chrysler was already manufacturing or selling
vehicles in Thailand, Malaysia, China, Taiwan and Japan.

- However, because of the National Motor Vehicle Programme, Chrysler had
to put its plans for additional investment in Indonesia on hold, and did not
proceed to the final approval stage.  In addition, Chrysler was forced to
significantly reduce production of Jeep vehicles at its existing assembly
plant.  Based on Chrysler's internal estimates, if Chrysler had gone ahead
with its plans to produce and sell the Neon in Indonesia, the Timor Kia
Sephia would have undercut the price of the least expensive version of the
Neon by more than $5,000.

14.232 The evidence before the Panel regarding the intention to introduce the Neon to the
Indonesian market is in our view extremely limited.  We are told that Chrysler was "studying" an
assembly joint venture to assemble the Neon in Indonesia, but we have no basis to judge how
concrete those plans were.763  With respect to the reason why those plans were cancelled, we are
presented with no supporting argumentation or evidence beyond the bald statements of the United
States and of Chrysler.

(iii) Assessment

14.233 The Panel notes certain factual elements which indicate the existence of plans to introduce
the Escort, a new model of the Optima and the Neon to the Indonesian market.  This information, if
properly developed and documented, might have been highly probative.  However, the evidence is
very general, and supporting documentation, with the exception of newspaper reports and letters
prepared by GM, Ford and Chrysler for the purpose of this dispute, is non-existent.  This makes it
very difficult for the panel to assess the degree of commitment of the companies to the plans, much
less the reasons why those plans were abandoned.764

14.234 We do not mean to suggest that in WTO dispute settlement there are any rigid evidentiary
rules regarding the admissibility of newspaper reports or the need to demonstrate factual assertions
through contemporaneous source information.  However, we are concerned that the complainants
are asking us to resolve core issues relating to adverse trade effects on the basis of little more than
general assertions.  This situation is particularly disturbing, given that the affected companies
certainly had at their disposal copious evidence in support of the claims of the complainants, such
as the actual business plans relating to the new models, government documentation indicating
approval for such plans (assuming the "approval" referred to by the complainants with respect to
the Optima means approval by the Indonesian government), and corporate minutes or internal

                                                  
763 As with respect to Ford, Indonesia states that Chrysler had not applied for approval to develop

passenger car production or manufacturing facilities since 1993.
764 Indonesia offered a variety of explanations why in its view Chrysler, Ford and GM did not proceed

with their plans to introduce new models into the Indonesian market.  These included the small size and
dominance of Japanese manufacturers in that market; inadequate return on investment resulting from low
profit margins on entry-level cars; and more attractive investment incentives in other Asian countries.  In the
absence of adequate evidence from the complainants, the Panel lacks a factual basis to accept or reject these
alternative explanations.
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decision memoranda relating both to the initial approval, and the subsequent abandonment, of the
plans in question.765

14.235 We note the United States' stated concern for the confidentiality of company business
plans. However, an invitation by the Panel for proposals to ensure adequate protection of such
information was not taken up.766   While complainants cannot be required to submit confidential
business information to WTO dispute settlement panels, neither may they invoke confidentiality as
a basis for their failure to submit the positive evidence required, in the present case, to demonstrate
serious prejudice under the SCM Agreement.

(c) Conclusion

14.236 In the view of the Panel, neither the European Communities nor the United States has
demonstrated by positive evidence that the effect of subsidies to the Timor pursuant to the National
Car programme has been to displace or impede imports of like passenger cars from the Indonesian
market within the meaning of Article 6.3(a) of the SCM Agreement.

6. Price Undercutting

14.237 In addition to arguing that serious prejudice has been caused to their interests through
displacement or impedance of their exports to Indonesia, the complainants assert that the
subsidized Timor significantly undercuts the prices of EC and US like products in the Indonesian
market.

14.238 In determining whether serious prejudice within the meaning of Article 5(c) arises from
price undercutting, we must first consider Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.  That provision
states that

"serious prejudice in the sense of paragraph 5(c) may arise in any
case where one or several of the following apply:

.........
(c) the effect of the subsidy is a significant price
undercutting by the subsidized product as compared with
the price of a like product of another Member in the same
market or significant price suppression, price depression or
lost sales in the same market;
........

Further elaboration on the application of Article 6.3(c) is provided in Article 6.5 of the SCM
Agreement, which provides as follows:

For the purpose of paragraph 3(c), price undercutting shall include
any case in which such price undercutting has been demonstrated
through a comparison of prices of the subsidized product with
prices of a non-subsidized like product supplied to the same

                                                  
765 For example, if Ford and Chrysler in fact abandoned their plans to introduce the Escort and Neon

after determining that the Timor would undercut the prices of those models by US$5000, contemporaneous
company documents reflecting this assessment could have been submitted and might  have been highly
probative.

766 See paragraphs 14.5 to 14.8, supra.
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market.  The comparison shall be made at the same level of trade
and at comparable times, due account being taken of any other
factor affecting price comparability.  However, if such a direct
comparison is not possible, the existence of price undercutting may
be demonstrated on the basis of export unit values.

(a) United States

14.239 As noted in paragraph 14.213, no U.S.-origin passenger car that is a "like product" to the
subsidized Timor currently is sold in Indonesia.   In the absence of any such sales in the Indonesian
market, the United States by definition cannot demonstrate that the effect of the subsidies provided
pursuant to the National Car programme was a significant price undercutting by the subsidized
product as compared with the price of a like product of the United States in the Indonesian market.
In any event, we note that the United States did not present any information regarding the price at
which the Neon, the sole US-origin passenger car allegedly planned for sale in Indonesia, would
have been sold in that market.  Rather, the United States merely made the unsubstantiated
statement that, if Chrysler had gone ahead with its plans to sell the Neon in Indonesia, the Timor
would have undercut the price of the least expensive model of the Neon by more than US$5000.
We do not consider that such a conclusory statement, unbacked by any supporting explanation,
calculations or documentation, is sufficient to meet the United States' burden to demonstrate the
existence of a significant price undercutting by positive evidence.

14.240 For the foregoing reasons, we find that the United States has not demonstrated through
positive evidence that the effect of the subsidies to the Timor pursuant to the National Car
programme was to cause serious prejudice to the interests of the United States through a significant
price undercutting as compared with the price of US-origin like products in the Indonesian market.

(b) European Communities

14.241 We now turn to the EC argument that the prices of the subsidized National Cars
significantly undercut the prices of like passengers cars imported from the European Communities.
In support of their price undercutting arguments, the European Communities rely on data regarding
the list and market prices for passenger cars sold in Indonesia which show that the Timor has both
a list and a market price which are much lower than the list and market prices for the 306 and the
Optima, which we have determined to be like products (of another Member) to the Timor.
14.242 With respect to list prices, data submitted by Indonesia during the Annex V process show
that the Timor had the lowest list price of any passenger car in the Indonesian market except the
Mazda MR-90 as of November 1996 and March 1997 .  As shown in Table 3, the list prices for the
Timor (ranging from 33 million rupiahs for the S-515 to 36.9 million rupiahs for the S-515i
Metallic) were far lower than that of the Optima (70 million rupiahs) and the lowest-priced model
of the 306 (59.5 million rupiahs).767

                                                  
767 See paragraphs 8.384 to 8.387 of the Descriptive Part.
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Table 3
List Prices
(Rupiah)

Model August 1995 November 1996 March 1997

TIMOR

S 515 1500 cc Solit - 33,000,000 33,000,000

S 515 1500 cc Metalic - 33,500,000 33,500,000

S 515i 1500 cc Solit - - 36,400,000

S 515i 1500 cc Metalic - - 36,900,000

PEUGEOT

306 M/T, 1761 cc - 62,500,000 63,000,000

306 A/T, 1761 cc - 64,750,000 65,500,000

306 M/T, 1761 cc - 59,000,000 59,500,000

OPEL

Optima GLS 1900 cc 65,500,000 69,500,000 70,000,000

14.243 With respect to market prices, the data before the Panel relate only to the last quarter of
1996 and were provided by the European Communities during the Annex V process (see Table
4).768  These data do not indicate whether the model under consideration is the S-515 or the S-515i.
It would appear from the list price information, however, that in November 1996 the Timor S-515i
was not yet available in the Indonesian market, and it thus seems probable that the price identified
for the Timor is for the S-515.  The data show that the Timor's market price was the same as its list
price, while the Optima and 306 both sold at a discount from list price.  Even after those discounts,
however, the Timor S-515 had a price advantage of 27.25 million rupiahs over the model of the
306 for which we have market price information and of 23.25 million rupiahs over the lowest-price
model of the Optima.

                                                  
768 See paragraphs 8.289-8.290 of the Descriptive Part.
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is particularly instructive.  The Starlet is a lesser car than the Timor S-515 in almost every respect,
including length (3.72 metres for the Starlet, 4.36 metres for the Timor); weight (725 kg for the
Starlet, 1,055 kg for the Timor); engine size (1,296 cc for the Starlet, 1,498 cc for the Timor); and
engine power (53 kw/6,200 rpm for the Starlet, 58 kw/5,500 for the Timor S-515, 77 kw/5500 rpm
for the Timor S-515i).  Like the Timor, the Starlet lacks ABS and airbags.  Yet the list price of the
top-of-the-line Timor S-515i is 11.2 million rupiahs less than that of the Starlet.

14.253 Indonesia also argues the existence of numerous non-physical differences between the
Timor, the Optima and the 306.  We note, however, that while the record clearly demonstrates the
existence of differences in physical characteristics between the models in question, Indonesia has
presented little if any evidentiary support for their proposition concerning non-physical differences
(such as brand image or after-sales service) between the models.  While we agree with Indonesia
that the European Communities bear the burden of proof to demonstrate the existence of all
elements of their serious prejudice claim, including the existence of price undercutting, the record
does not show that there are any significant non-physical differences for which due allowance must
be made, much less any differences that could account for the extent of the differences in price
between the Timor, the Optima and the 306.

14.254 We note that under Article 6.3(c) serious prejudice may arise only where the price
undercutting is "significant."  Although the term "significant" is not defined, the inclusion of this
qualifier in Article 6.3(c) presumably was intended to ensure that margins of undercutting so small
that they could not meaningfully affect suppliers of the imported product whose price was being
undercut are not considered to give rise to serious prejudice.  This clearly is not an issue here.  To
the contrary, it is our view that, even taking into account the possible effects of these physical
differences on price comparability, the price undercutting by the Timor of the Optima and 306
cannot reasonably be deemed to be other than significant.

14.255 Finally, we note that serious prejudice may arise under Article 6.3(c) only where the price
undercutting is "the effect of the subsidy."  In this case, we agree with the European Communities
that Indonesia, in information that it provided in the Annex V process effectively concedes that the
tariff and tax subsidies under the National Car programme are responsible for the significant level
of price undercutting.  The table cited by the European Communities contains data for 1998 and
1999 regarding the Timor S515i that will be assembled at the Karawang facility.  Row 4 of that
table (Unit Dealer Price) indicates that the effect of the tariff and tax subsidies of the National Car
programme is to lower the price of the Timor S-515i by US$7,243-9,158, i.e., by approximately
33-38 per cent.775

14.256 For the foregoing reasons, we find that the effect of the subsidies to the Timor pursuant to
the National Car programme is to cause serious prejudice to the interests of the European
Communities in the sense of Article 5(c) of the SCM Agreement through a significant price
undercutting as compared with the price of EC-origin like products in the Indonesian market.

7. Threat of Serious Prejudice

14.257 The European Communities argue that, if the Panel were to find that the evidence did not
warrant a finding of actual serious prejudice, the facts support a finding that subsidies provided
pursuant to the National Car programme pose a threat of serious prejudice to the interests of the
European Communities.  In light of our affirmative finding of actual serious prejudice, it is not
necessary to reach this alternative claim.

                                                  
775 See paragraphs 8.395 and 8.408 of the Descriptive Part.
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I. Claims under Article 28 of the SCM Agreement

14.258 Finally, we turn to the United States' claim under Article 28 of the SCM Agreement.  The
United States argues that, via Decree No. 223/1995, Decree No. 82/1996, and Regulation No.
36/1996, Indonesia has extended the scope of its local content-based tariff and tax subsidies for
certain motor vehicles in violation of Article 28.2.  Indonesia responds that Article 28.2 applies
only to subsidies that are "inconsistent" with the SCM Agreement, and since Article 27.3 of the
SCM Agreement exempts Indonesia's local content subsidies from the prohibition that would
otherwise apply under Article 3.1(b), these subsidies are not "inconsistent" with the Agreement and
thus not subject to Article 28.

14.259 Article 28 of the Agreement provides as follows:

Existing Programmes

28.1 Subsidy programmes which have been established within the territory of
any Member before the date on which such a Member signed the WTO Agreement
and which are inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement shall be:

(a) notified to the Committee not later than 90 days after the date of
entry into force of the WTO Agreement for such Member;  and

(b) brought into conformity with the provisions of this Agreement
within three years of the date of entry into force of the WTO
Agreement for such Member and until then shall not be subject to
Part II.

28.2 No Member shall extend the scope of any such programme, nor shall such a
programme be renewed upon its expiry. (emphasis added).

14.260 Article 28.1 of the SCM Agreement specifies that subsidy programmes which are
"inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement" must be notified to the Committee within 90
days after the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement for the Member and brought into
conformity with the provisions of the SCM Agreement within three years of that date.  Article 28.2
specifies that no Member shall extend the scope of "any such programme."  In our view, this
reference to "any such programme" can only refer back to the types of programmes identified in
Article 28.1.  Accordingly, the question we must address is whether Indonesia has extended the
scope of a subsidy programme which is "inconsistent" with the provisions of the SCM Agreement.

14.261 We consider that the ordinary meaning of the term "inconsistent with the provisions of this
Agreement", when read in its context, cannot reasonably be considered to extend to the Indonesian
subsidy programmes under review in this dispute.  The United States concedes that, under Article
27.3 of the SCM Agreement, the prohibition of paragraph 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement does not
apply to the Indonesian programmes for a period of five years from the date of entry into force of
the WTO Agreement, i.e., until the year 2000.  The United States contends that the term
"inconsistent" is not synonymous with "prohibited", and implies that a subsidy programme may be
inconsistent with the provisions of the SCM Agreement if it satisfies the substantive conditions of
Article 3, whether or not the Article 3 prohibitions are applicable.  In the SCM Agreement,
however, the drafters have chosen to express the concept of subsidies meeting the substantive
conditions of Article 3 by referring to subsidies "falling under the provisions of Article 3"  (See
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3For the purposes of Articles 3 and 4, "protection" shall include matters
affecting the availability, acquisition, scope, maintenance and enforcement of
intellectual property rights as well as those matters affecting the use of intellectual
property rights specifically addressed in this Agreement."

14.265 As mentioned earlier, in regard to matters covered by the expression "protection of
intellectual property" in respect of which WTO Members are required to grant national treatment,
the United States has made claims in regard to three of the items specified in the footnote, namely
"acquisition", "maintenance", and "those matters affecting the use of intellectual property rights
specifically addressed in this Agreement", in this case in Article 20.

14.266 As a preliminary point, we note that Indonesia has been under an obligation to apply the
provisions of Article 3 since 1 January 1996, Article 3 not benefiting from the additional four years
of transition generally provided by Article 65.2 to developing country Members.

(a) Acquisition of trademarks

14.267 According to the United States, Indonesia discriminates against foreign nationals in respect
of the acquisition of trademarks, because any trademark that could apply to a "national motor
vehicle" must be acquired by an Indonesian company, be that company a joint venture or a wholly-
owned Indonesian company.

14.268 The TRIPS Agreement requires WTO Members to provide certain treatment to the
nationals of other WTO Members in respect of the protection of their intellectual property.  The
issue to be examined therefore in regard to the United States' claim relating to the "acquisition" of
trademarks is whether, under the Indonesian law and practice which is before us, the treatment
accorded to foreign nationals in respect of the acquisition of trademark rights, through the
applicable procedures, is less favourable than that accorded to the Indonesian company in the
National Car Programme.  We do not consider that any evidence has been produced in this case to
support such a claim.  The facts brought before us do not point to any difference in the applicable
law for acquiring trademark rights between that applying to companies of other WTO Members
and that applying to the company operating under the National Car Programme.  It is true that the
cars marketed under the National Car Programme have to bear a trademark belonging to an
Indonesian-owned company which has created that trademark, and, therefore, that trademarks
owned by United States' and other foreign companies may not be employed for this purpose.
While this may give rise to questions regarding the scope for the use of trademarks owned by
United States' companies on cars under the National Car Programme, it does not, in our view, pose
a problem regarding the acquisition of trademark rights.  The fact that only certain signs can be
used as trademarks for meeting the relevant qualifications under the National Car Programme, and
many others not, does not mean that trademark rights, as stipulated in Indonesian trademark law,
cannot be acquired for these other signs in a non-discriminatory manner.

14.269 We therefore find that the United States has not demonstrated that Indonesia is in breach of
its obligations under Article 3 of the TRIPS Agreement in respect of the acquisition of trademark
rights.

(b) Maintenance of trademarks

14.270 The United States has advanced two arguments as to why, in its view, the Indonesian
system discriminates against United States nationals in respect of the maintenance of trademark
rights.  The first argument is that the Indonesian system puts United States companies in a position
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"The use of a trademark in the course of trade shall not be unjustifiably
encumbered by special requirements, such as use with another trademark, use in a
special form or use in a manner detrimental to its capability to distinguish the
goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings."

14.276 The main issues before us in examining this claim of the United States are therefore:  first,
is the use of a trademark to which the Indonesian law and practices at issue relates "specifically
addressed" by Article 20;  and, second, if so, does this aspect of the system discriminate in favour
of Indonesian nationals and against those of other WTO Members.

14.277 In taking up the first of these questions, the issue to be considered initially is whether the
Indonesian law and practices in question constitute a special requirement that might encumber the
use of the trademarks of nationals of other WTO Members in terms of Article 20 of the TRIPS
Agreement.  The United States has put forward two basic arguments on this question, which are
similar to the arguments it has put forward also in regard to the maintenance of trademarks (see
paragraphs 14.270 and 14.270 above).  The first argument is that a foreign company that enters into
an arrangement with a Pioneer company would be encumbered in using the trademark that it used
elsewhere for the model that was adopted by the National Car Programme.  We do not accept that
this argument establishes an inconsistency with the provisions of Article 20, for the reason, as
indicated in paragraph 14.271 above, that, if a foreign company enters into an arrangement with a
Pioneer company it does so voluntarily and in the knowledge of any consequent implications for its
ability to use any pre-existing trademark.  In these circumstances, we do not consider the
provisions of the National Car Programme as they relate to trademarks can be construed as
"requirements", in the sense of Article 20.

14.278 The second United States argument is that non-Indonesian car companies are encumbered
in using their trademarks in Indonesia by being put at a competitive disadvantage because the cars
produced under the National Car Programme bearing the Indonesian trademark benefit from tariff,
subsidy and other benefits flowing from that programme.  In regard to this argument, we also feel
that the points developed in our earlier discussion of the United States claims regarding the
maintenance of trademarks are relevant, in particular in paragraph 14.273 above.  Moreover, the
United States has not explained to our satisfaction how the ineligibility for benefits accruing under
the National Car Programme could constitute "requirements" imposed on foreign trademark
holders, in the sense of Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement.

14.279 For the reasons outlined above, we find that the United States has not demonstrated that
Indonesia is in breach of its obligations under Article 3 of the TRIPS Agreement in respect of the
use of trademarks specifically addressed in Article 20.

2. Article 65.5 in Conjunction with Article 20

14.280 Article 65.5 of the TRIPS Agreement reads as follows:

"5. A Member availing itself of a transitional period under paragraphs 1, 2, 3
or 4 shall ensure that any changes in its laws, regulations and practice made during
that period do not result in a lesser degree of consistency with the provisions of this
Agreement."

14.281 The question, therefore, to be examined in considering this claim of the United States is
whether during the transitional period to which Indonesia is entitled in respect of the application of
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the provisions of Article 20 Indonesia has made any changes in its laws, regulations and practice
that have resulted in a lesser degree of consistency with the provisions of that Article.

14.282 The arguments put forward by the United States in support of its claim are essentially the
same as those that have been considered in paragraphs 14.277 and 14.278 above.  For the reasons
set out in those paragraphs above, we find that the United States has not demonstrated that
measures have been taken that reduce the degree of consistency with the provisions of Article 20
and which would therefore be in violation of Indonesia's obligations under Article 65.5 of the
TRIPS Agreement.

XV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

15.1 In the light of the findings above,

(a) We conclude that the local content requirements of the 1993 and of the 1996 February car
programmes to which are linked (i) sales tax benefits on finished motor vehicles incorporating a
certain percentage value of domestic products or on National Cars and (ii) customs duty benefits
for imported parts and components used in finished motor vehicles incorporating a certain
percentage value of domestic products or used in National Cars violate the provisions of Article 2
of the TRIMs Agreement.

(b) We conclude that the sales tax discrimination aspects of the 1993 and the February and
June 1996 car programmes in favour of domestic motor vehicles incorporating a certain percentage
value of domestic products and National Cars violate the provisions of Article III:2 of GATT.

(c) We conclude that the customs duty and sales tax benefits of the June 1996 car programme
in favour of imported National Cars and the customs duty benefits of the February 1996 car
programme in favour of imported parts and components to be used in National Cars assembled in
Indonesia violate Article I of GATT.

(d) We conclude that the European Communities have demonstrated by positive evidence that
Indonesia has caused, through the use of specific subsidies provided pursuant to the National Car
programme, serious prejudice to the interests of the European Communities within the meaning of
Article 5(c) of the SCM Agreement.

(e) We conclude that the United States has not demonstrated by positive evidence that
Indonesia has caused, through the use of specific subsidies provided pursuant to the National Car
programme, serious prejudice to the interests of the United States within the meaning of Article
5(c) of the SCM Agreement.

(f) We conclude that Indonesia has not violated Article 28.2 of the SCM Agreement.

(g) We conclude that the United States has not demonstrated that Indonesia is in breach of its
obligations under Article 3 of the TRIPS Agreement in respect of the acquisition of trademark
rights or the maintenance of trademark rights or in respect of the use of trademarks specifically
addressed in Article 20 of the TRIPS Agreement nor has it demonstrated that measures have been
taken that reduce the degree of consistency with the provisions of Article 20 and which would
therefore be in violation of Indonesia's obligations under Article 65.5 of the TRIPS Agreement.

15.2 Under Article 3.8 of the DSU, in cases where there is infringement of the obligations
assumed under a covered agreement, the action is considered prima facie to constitute a case of




